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ABSTRACT
Distributed infrastructures for computation and analytics are now
evolving towards an interconnected ecosystem allowing complex
scientific workflows to be executed across hybrid systems spanning
from IoT Edge devices to Clouds, and sometimes to supercomput-
ers (the Computing Continuum). Understanding the performance
trade-offs of large-scale workflows deployed on such complex Edge-
to-Cloud Continuum is challenging. To achieve this, one needs to
systematically perform experiments, to enable their reproducibility
and allow other researchers to replicate the study and the obtained
conclusions on different infrastructures. This breaks down to the
tedious process of reconciling the numerous experimental require-
ments and constraints with low-level infrastructure design choices.

To address the limitations of themain state-of-the-art approaches
for distributed, collaborative experimentation, such as Google Co-
lab, Kaggle, and Code Ocean, we propose KheOps, a collaborative
environment specifically designed to enable cost-effective repro-
ducibility and replicability of Edge-to-Cloud experiments. KheOps
is composed of three core elements: (1) an experiment repository;
(2) a notebook environment; and (3) a multi-platform experiment
methodology.

We illustrate KheOps with a real-life Edge-to-Cloud application.
The evaluations explore the point of view of the authors of an exper-
iment described in an article (who aim to make their experiments
reproducible) and the perspective of their readers (who aim to repli-
cate the experiment). The results show how KheOps helps authors
to systematically perform repeatable and reproducible experiments
on the Grid5000 + FIT IoT LAB testbeds. Furthermore, KheOps
helps readers to cost-effectively replicate authors experiments in
different infrastructures such as Chameleon Cloud + CHI@Edge
testbeds, and obtain the same conclusions with high accuracies
(>88% for all performance metrics).
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern scientific workflows require hybrid infrastructures, com-
bining resources and services executed on the IoT/Edge with other
resources and services running on Clouds or on HPC systems (the
Computing Continuum [39]) to enable their optimized execution.
Due to the complexity of application deployments on such highly
distributed and heterogeneous Edge-to-Cloud infrastructures, re-
alizing the Computing Continuum vision in practice remains bur-
densome.

One challenge stems from systematically performing experi-
ments on the continuum. In particular, the processes enabling their
reproducibility, as well as the replication of the performance trade-
offs are inherently difficult [41]. Figure 1 illustrates such processes.
Let us consider the case of a group of researchers who execute their
experiments on French scientific testbeds such as Grid’5000 [35]
(providing Cloud/HPC servers) and FIT IoT LAB [32] (providing
IoT/Edge devices), and want to publish their results in an article.
Next, the readers want to replicate the experiments on American
testbeds such as the Chameleon Cloud [44] and CHI@Edge [43].

These processes compel a lot of effort, are time-consuming, and
bring many technical challenges for both sides. For instance, also
depicted in Figure 1, they require: (1) following methodologies to
systematically design the experiments and to reconcile many appli-
cation requirements or constraints in terms of energy consumption,
network efficiency, and hardware resource usage; (2) configuring
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Figure 1: Processes for reproducing and replicating experi-
ments regarding the authors and readers point of view.

systems and networks, and deploying applications on testbeds for
large-scale evaluations; (3) analyzing, repeating experiments, and
publishing results; and (4) finally, providing open access to the
experiment artifacts in a public and safe repository.

Given such complexities, researchers end up not following rigor-
ous methodologies for supporting the reproducibility of the experi-
ments, as observed in our previous survey [52] and summarized in
Figure 2. As a consequence, it makes it hard for other researchers
to replicate the published studies [46].

Let us sum up the associated requirements in this context [40, 55].
To enable reproducible experiments on the Edge-to-Cloud contin-
uum, the requirements (a-REQ) of the authors of the experiments
can be described as follows:

a-REQ 1. Execute experiments on heterogeneous computing resources
(e.g., IoT/Edge and Cloud/HPC infrastructures).

a-REQ 2. Systematically describe and explain the experimental pro-
cesses and their reasoning.

a-REQ 3. Efficiently configure the experimental infrastructure and
express topologies in repeatable ways.

a-REQ 4. Easily share the experiment artifacts in a public and safe
repository.

At the same time, to enable the replicability of the experiments,
the readers of an article describing those experiments have the
following requirements (r-REQ):

r-REQ 1. Find and access the experiment as simply as finding and
reading its paper.

r-REQ 2. Perform the experiment, not just read about it.
r-REQ 3. Answer not just to the “What” question (What the experi-

ment does?), but also the “Why” (Why did authors set up that

Figure 2: Support to the reproducibility of Edge-to-Cloud
experiments provided by the 34 studies in our survey [52].

way?) and “How” (How did authors connect machines/de-
vices?)

r-REQ 4. Efficiently configure the experimental infrastructure to re-
duce the time spent satisfying all the experiment require-
ments.

In this paper, we study the challenges of reproducing and repli-
cating Edge-to-Cloud experiments in cost-effective ways. Cost-
effective means to allow authors and readers to easily fulfill their
experimental requirements as previously described. This calls for
practical solutions beyond the state-of-the-art.

Our main objective is to provide a collaborative environment
and methodology that supports reproducible Edge-to-Coud experi-
mentation between different open testbeds such as Grid’5000, FIT
IoT LAB, Chameleon, etc., equipped to deal with IoT/Edge and
Cloud/HPC resourceswhich are fundamental to reproducibility [42].
We propose the following main contributions:

(1) A study of the characteristics of the main state-of-the-
art collaborative environments (e.g., Google Colab, Kag-
gle, and Code Ocean) for enabling reproducible experiments.
Their main limitations in the context of Computing
Continuum research are discussed in Section 3.

(2) A novel collaborative environment to enable repro-
ducible Edge-to-Cloud experiments (Section 4). This ap-
proach, named KheOps, allows researchers to reproduce and
replicate Edge-to-Cloud workflows cost-effectively. KheOps
core elements are: (1) a portal for sharing experiment arti-
facts; (2) a notebook environment for packaging code, data,
environment, and results; and (3) a multi-platform ex-
perimental methodology for deploying experiments on het-
erogeneous resources from the IoT/Edge (FIT IoT LAB and
CHI@Edge) to the Cloud/HPC Continuum (Grid5000 and
Chameleon). We highlight that KheOps may be integrated
with other large-scale scientific testbeds.

(3) An experimental validation of the proposed approach
with a real-world use case deployed on real-life IoT/Edge
devices and Cloud/HPC systems. The evaluations show
that KheOps helps: (1) authors to perform reproducible ex-
periments on the Grid5000 + FIT IoT LAB testbeds, and (2)
readers to cost-effectively replicate authors experiments on
the Chameleon Cloud + CHI@Edge testbeds, and obtain
the same conclusions with high accuracies, >88% for all
performance metrics (Section 5).
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Table 1: ACM Digital Library Terminology Version 1.1 [1]

R
ep

ea
ta
bi
li
ty

Same team, same experimental setup: the measurement can
be obtained with stated precision by the same team using the
same measurement procedure, the same measuring system,
under the same operating conditions, in the same location on
multiple trials. For computational experiments, this means
that a researcher can reliably repeat their own computation.

R
ep

ro
du

ci
bi
li
ty

Different team, same experimental setup: the measurement
can be obtained with stated precision by a different team using
the same measurement procedure, the same measuring system,
under the same operating conditions, in the same or a different
location on multiple trials. For computational experiments, this
means that an independent group can obtain the same result
using the author’s own artifacts.

R
ep

li
ca
bi
li
ty

Different team, different experimental setup: the measurement
can be obtained with stated precision by a different team, a
different measuring system, in a different location on multiple
trials. For computational experiments, this means that an
independent group can obtain the same result using artifacts
which they develop completely independently.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we start by defining the terms repeatability, re-
producibility, and replicability (Section 2.1). Next, we explore the
following research question from the Computing Continuum per-
spective: What would a good collaborative system look like?
In our vision, it should: (1) allow users to share research artifacts
in a public and safe repository (Section 2.2); (2) provide an envi-
ronment for setting up and describing experiments step-by-step
(Section 2.3); (3) provide experimental methodologies to leverage
heterogeneous Edge-to-Cloud computing resources from various
scientific testbeds, at large-scale (Section 2.4).

2.1 Repeatability, Reproducibility, Replicability
An important requirement for researchers from various communi-
ties is that the scientific claims be verifiable by others (i.e., building
upon published results). As illustrated in Figure 2, such requirement
is hardly satisfied in the context of Computing Continuum experi-
ments. This can be achieved through repeatability, reproducibility,
and replicability (3Rs) [34, 56]. There are many non-uniform defini-
tions of the 3Rs in literature. In this work, we follow the terminol-
ogy proposed by the ACM Digital Library [1] (Artifact Review and
Badging version 1.1), as presented in Table 1.

Achieving repeatability means that one can reliably repeat
the experiments and obtain precise measurements (e.g., Edge to
Cloud processing latency, memory consumption, among others)
by using the same methodology and artifacts (i.e., same testbed,
same physical machines, same libraries/framework, same network
configuration). Executing multiple experiments allows us to explore
different scenario settings (e.g., varying the number of Edge devices)
and explore the impact of various parameters (e.g., the network

configuration between Edge devices and the Cloud server) on the
performance metrics.

Reproducibility means that external researchers having access
to the original methodology (e.g., configuration of physical ma-
chines, network and systems, scenario descriptions) and using their
own artifacts (i.e., data sets, scripts, AI frameworks, etc.) can obtain
precise measurements of the application processing latency and
throughput, for instance.

Replicability refers to independent researchers (i.e., the read-
ers of an article that was published by a different team) having
access to the original methodology and artifacts (e.g., configuration
of physical machines, processing steps, network setup, etc.) and
performing the experiments in different testbeds. The goal is that
independent researchers can obtain precise results and conclusions
consistent with the original study.

2.2 Trovi sharing portal
Collaborative systems should be integrated with public and safe
repositories providing open access to the research artifacts to enable
the reproducibility of experiments. Repositories like Trovi [28],
Kaggle [21], Code Ocean Explorer [9], AI Hub [7], GitHub [4], and
Zenodo [5] allow users to store versioned and citeable (e.g., through
a DOI: Digital Object Identifier) artifacts such as code, datasets, or
Jupyter notebooks, among others.

In this work, we leverage on the Trovi sharing portal because it
provides a public REST API that facilitates integration with existing
systems. Furthermore, Trovi provides a series of features to manage
research artifacts such as: integration with GitHub and Zenodo;
creating, packaging, and sharing artifacts as Jupyter notebooks with
500MB in total size by default; support for scientific testbeds like
Chameleon, which allows users to re-launch the available artifacts
on the testbed.

2.3 Jupyter environment
Another important aspect for reproducible and replicable exper-
iments is that collaborative systems support executable research
packages composed of code, data, environment configurations, and
experiment results. The most popular open-source solutions are
Jupyter notebooks [45] and Apache Zeppelin [8]. In this work, we
use Jupyter notebooks for packaging research artifacts due to its
wider compatibility with operating systems and programming lan-
guages, and the community support.

The Jupyter project consists of JupyterHub, JupyterLab, and note-
books. JupyterHub aims to serve Cloud-based Jupyter notebooks for
multiple users. The goal is to provide users a ready-to-use computa-
tional environment with their own workspace on shared resources.
JupyterHub servers are customizable, scalable, and portable on a
variety of infrastructures. It is composed of a Hub that manages the
following sub-services: a proxy that receives requests from clients;
spawners to monitor notebook servers; and an authenticator to
manage how users access the system.

JupyterLab refers to a web-based user interface providing mainly:
notebook, terminal, text editor, file browser, and rich outputs. It
allows users to configure and arrange their experimental workflows,
as well as adding extensions to expand and enrich functionalities.
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Figure 3: E2Clab experiment methodology [53].

Finally, notebooks allow users to create programming documents
combining: (1) formatted text (e.g., prospective data that explains
each step of an experiment workflow); (2) executable code with the
respective outputs (e.g., retrospective data derived by the execution);
and (3) experimental results with visualizations and various sorts
of rich media, such as images and videos.

2.4 E2Clab experimental methodology
Understanding and optimizing workflow performance requires exe-
cuting and reproducing complex experiments at large scale. Several
existing environments aid users to run such experiments. Their lim-
itations are discussed in the next section and summarized in Table 2.
Based on these findings and the specific Computing Continuum
requirements, in this work we leverage the E2Clab methodology.

E2Clab [53] is an open-source framework (available at [6]) that
implements a rigorous methodology (illustrated in Figure 3) for
designing experiments with real-world workloads on the Edge-to-
Cloud Continuum. It allows researchers to reproduce the applica-
tion behavior in a controlled environment in order to understand
and optimize performance [51]. E2Clab sits on top of EnOSlib [36]
to enforce the experiment configurations on testbeds. High-level
features provided by E2Clab are: (i) reproducible experiments; (ii)
mapping application parts (Edge, Fog and Cloud/HPC) and physi-
cal testbeds; (iii) experiment variation and transparent scaling of
scenarios; (iv) defining Edge-to-Cloud network constraints; (v) ex-
periment deployment, execution and monitoring (e.g., on Grid’5000,
Chameleon, and FIT IoT LAB); and (vi) workflow optimization.

3 LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING
COLLABORATIVE ENVIRONMENTS

We briefly discuss the limitations of state-of-the-art collaborative
environments, with a focus on the specific challenges of the Com-
puting Continuum.

Google Colab [18]. Mainly used by the AI community (more
than 50K users), it is a ready-to-use Jupyter notebook service. Co-
lab notebooks are stored in the .ipynb open-source Jupyter note-
book format [19], and come with the most popular AI libraries
and frameworks installed (e.g., Scikit-Learn [50], TensorFlow [31],
PyTorch [49], etc.) and allow users to run python code through the
browser. It is typically used for machine learning, data analysis and
education. Colab is popular because it allows users to share Jupyter
notebooks without having to download, install, or run anything.
Besdides, it provides free access to very expensive computing re-
sources such as GPUs and TPUs. Colab permits multiple users to
collaborate on the same notebook. Sharing datasets, ML models,
pipelines, and notebooks on AI Hub [7] is also possible (more than
167 notebooks). Its GitHub integration allows users to quickly open
GitHub-hosted Jupyter notebooks in Google Colab.

Kaggle [21]. This is a data science and AI platform that offers a
customizable Jupyter notebook environment. Kaggle is a subsidiary
of Google and, like Colab, it provides free access to GPUs as well
as a repository of community-published (more than 10.3 million
users) datasets (more than 50K public datasets) and code (e.g., ma-
chine learning code) with more than 400K public notebooks. Kaggle
is integrated with AI Hub and is popular in the data science and
machine learning communities. Kaggle is also well-known for pro-
moting Community Competitions in machine learning at no cost.
The main differences [20] between Colab and Kaggle are: (1) Kaggle
allows collaboration with other users on its Web site, while Colab
allows collaboration with anyone using the notebook link; (2) Kag-
gle has a lot of data sets that users can use directly (e.g., notebooks
already set up with Kaggle databases [22]), while in Colab setting
up notebooks with Google Drive [11] or managing files [10] (e.g., to
load data sets, files, and images) requires extra work; and (3) Kaggle
creates a history of notebook commits that we can be reviewed.

Code Ocean [37]. Designed according to FAIR [57] (i.e., Find-
able, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable), Code Ocean aims
to make scientific work reproducible. It introduces the concept of
Compute Capsule, which refers to Docker [14] containers com-
posed of code, data, environments, and results. Capsules provide
ready-to-use tools such as Git, Jupyter, RStudio, among others. Its
integration with Git allows users to save changes on capsules and
then commit them with just one click. Furthermore, users can easily
share the link of a capsule and grant permissions. Code Ocean pro-
vides scalable compute and storage resources hosted on Amazon
Web Services. Resources used by capsules are scaled out when the
demand exceeds the machine capacity. Finally, Code Ocean pro-
vides a public Capsule Repository [9] with more than 1K research
capsules. It allows authors of an article to incorporate capsules into
the submission process via a Hub publishing API.

Despite these systems being widely used by the AI and
data science communities, they present some limitations that
hinder their adoption for Computing Continuum research.
Table 2 summarizes these limitations in terms of:

(1) access to heterogeneous computing resources, from the
IoT/Edge to the Cloud/HPC;

(2) support for large-scale experimental evaluations;
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Table 2: Limitations of Existing Collaborative Environments.

Limitation Google Colab Code Ocean Kaggle

Resource
heterogeneity

CPU, disk, andmemory limits; GPU types
available; no access to IoT/Edge devices;

experiments run on AWS virtual ma-
chines; no access to IoT/Edge devices;

limits CPU, GPU, and TPU access; does
not support IoT/Edge devices;

Large-scale
experiments

limits sessions to 12 hours; paid access to
multiple computing resources.

limits access to 10 compute hours; paid
access to multiple computing resources.

limits execution time to 12 hours; paid
access to Google Cloud Services.

Repeatability,
Reproducibility,
Replicability

hard to repeat and reproduce experi-
ments on the same hardware: resource
availability varies over time and usage
limits fluctuate. Replicability in different
infrastructures (e.g., beyond Google ma-
chines) is not straightforward.

lacks support for the reproducibility of
distributed experiments. Computing and
storage resources are available in AWS
virtual machines in the clients virtual pri-
vate cloud. Hard to replicate experiments
in different infrastructures.

lacks support for the repeatability and re-
producibility of distributed experiments.
Computing resources vary over time and
hence between accesses. Replicability in
different infrastructures is not easy to set
up.

1 environment:
2 g5k: cluster: dahu
3 iotlab: cluster: grenoble
4 layers:
5 - name: cloud
6 services:
7 - name: Server
8 environment: g5k , quantity: 1
9 - name: edge
10 services:
11 - name: Client
12 environment: iotlab , archi: rpi3 , quantity: 5

Listing 1: E2Clab: layers and services configuration.
Hardware details described in Section 5.1.

(3) repeatability and reproducibility of experiments on the
same hardware setup, and replicability on different in-
frastructures.

In summary, collaborative environments lack support for
providing access to heterogeneous resources (e.g., Edge-to-
Cloud); performing experiments at large-scale; and achieving
the repeatability, reproducibility, and the replicability of ex-
periments in different testbeds. Hence, the need for novel ap-
proaches for reproducible evaluations of workflows targeting
the characteristics of the Computing Continuum.

4 KHEOPS DESIGN
This section introduces KheOps, a collaborative environment for
the cost-effective reproducibility and replicability of Edge-to-Cloud
experiments. KheOps is designed to meet the experimental require-
ments of both authors and readers as presented in Section 1.

4.1 Architecture and implementation
Figure 4 presents the architecture of KheOps, which consists of
three main components: (i) Trovi sharing portal; (ii) Jupyter en-
vironment (JupyterHub service and JupyterLab server); and (iii)
E2Clab framework (multi-platform experiment methodology). Next,
present the integration details of KheOps three components, and
we briefly describe their main roles.

4.1.1 Experiment repository. KheOps uses Trovi to share research
artifacts such as packaged experiments. These artifacts may be

1 from e2clab.services import Service
2 import enoslib as en
3
4 class Server(Service):
5 def deploy(self):
6 with en.actions(roles=self.roles) as a:
7 a.shell("pip3 install torchvision torch")
8 a.shell("pip3 install pillow paho -mqtt")
9 return self.register_service(port =[1883])

Listing 2: E2Clab: user-defined service for the Cloud server.

publicly available to allow others to recreate and rerun experiments.
Trovi provides a REST API to manage experiment artifacts and
integrate them with other systems. The JupyterHub in KheOps uses
the Trovi REST API to download artifacts and launch them in the
JupyterLab server.

Artifacts hosted in Trovi can also provide references to reposi-
tories like container registries (e.g., DockerHub [2]), multipurpose
repositories (e.g., Zenodo [5]), code repositories (e.g., Github [4]),
and among others.

4.1.2 Notebook environment. Following our previous work [33]
on integrating experiment workflows with Jupyter notebooks, we
extend JupyterHub to authenticate users and to download (using the
Trovi REST API) the experiment artifacts available at Trovi. We also
extend JupyterLab to allow users to easily share their experiments in
Trovi. Furthermore, JupyterLab is set up with the E2Clab framework
as experimental methodology.

The JupyterLab is packaged with code, data, environment con-
figurations, and experiment results. Its notebooks (file extension
.ipynb) allow users to run experiments step-by-step by combining
text (e.g., explaining the reasoning of the experiments: What pa-
rameters? Why these parameters? and How it was set up?) with
executable code. Such notebooks are ready to use (e.g., installed
with required library/software), executed through a browser, and
shared as a Trovi artifact.

4.1.3 Multi-testbed experimentmethodology. KheOps uses the E2Clab
methodology to deploy experiments on large-scale scientific testbeds
such as Grid’5000, Chameleon Cloud, CHI@Edge, and FIT IoT LAB.
Notebooks come with three main template files (e.g., executable
code cells in the notebook, presented in Listings 1 to 4) that users
can benefit from to easily configure and adapt the deployment logic
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1 networks:
2 - src: cloud , dst: edge
3 delay: "150ms", rate: "25kbit", loss: "0.02"

Listing 3: E2Clab: network configuration.

(e.g., computing resources, network, and application execution)
according to their experimental needs.

The first file, named layers_services.yaml and presented in List-
ing 1, allows users to lease IoT/Edge and Cloud/HPC resources.
Through this file, users may also set up their applications and ser-
vices as presented in Listing 2. Next, the network.yaml file (Listing 3)
allows users to define delay, loss, and bandwidth between comput-
ing resources. Finally, the workflow.yaml file (Listing 4) guides
users to define the experiment workflow through three main steps:
prepare (e.g., copy artifacts to remote nodes, install libraries, etc.),
launch (e.g., execute the application parts), and finalize (e.g., backup
results from remote nodes to the JupyterLab server).

E2Clab abstracts all the complexities of deploying and executing
experiments across various testbeds. To do so, users need to add
the credential files of the respective testbeds to their notebooks.
Setting up a VPN is also supported as this may be required to enable
the communication between different geographically distributed
tesbeds (e.g., Chameleon in the USA and Grid’5000 in France).

4.2 Experimental workflow
In summary, the workflow for launching an experiment artifact
on large-scale testbeds consists of 5 main steps. First, through a
web interface, users can browse the list of experimental artifacts
publicly available in Trovi (step 1). Selecting an artifact displays
details such as the experiment description, the authors and contact
information, and the artifact versions.

A launch button allows users to execute the artifact (step 2). This
button redirects users to the JupyterHub service. After authenti-
cation, the request to launch the artifact is sent to the JupyterHub
Spawner. Next, the Spawner spawns the JupyterLab server (step 3)

1 - hosts: edge.*
2 depends_on:
3 conf_selector: cloud.server .*
4 grouping: round_robin , prefix: "server"
5 prepare:
6 - copy:
7 src:{{ working_dir }}/ artifacts , dest: /
8 launch:
9 - shell: bash /edge_worker.sh edge_data 100 "{{

server.ip}}" False
10 finalize:
11 - fetch:
12 src:/tmp/predict.log , dest :{{ working_dir }}/

Listing 4: E2Clab: workflow configuration.

and then it downloads experimental artifacts such as notebooks,
code, and datasets, among others (step 4). The JupyterLab service
is set up with the E2Clab framework as the experimental method-
ology. Finally, users can execute the code cells from the notebook
to lease IoT/Edge and Cloud/HPC computing resources available
on the testbeds, deploy and execute the application, and gather the
experiment results (step 5).

Steps 2 to 4 are automatically executed. This is a one-click feature
that allows users to have a ready-to-use environment for repro-
ducing and replicating complex Edge-to-Cloud experiments in a
cost-effective manner. Note that the whole workflow requires only
three clicks: selecting the experiment artifact (step 1); then launch-
ing it (steps 2 to 4); and executing it on the testbeds (step 5).

5 EVALUATION
In this section, we show how KheOps can be used to analyze the
performance of a real-life Edge-to-Cloud application deployed in
the African savanna (illustrated in Figure 5). This application is
composed of distributed Edge devices monitoring animal migration
in the Serengeti region. Devices at the Edge collect and compress
wildlife images, then the image is sent to the Cloud where the
animal classification happens using a pre-trained Neural Network
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Edge

Cloud

Figure 5: Edge-to-Cloud application: monitoring animals mi-
gration in the African savanna.

model. Finally, classified data helps conservationists to learn what
management strategies work best to protect species.

The goals of these experiments are:
• to understand the impact on performance of Cloud-centric
and Hybrid (Edge+Cloud) processing;

• to show how authors of an article can benefit from KheOps
to make their experiments reproducible;

• to show how readers of an article can leverage KheOps to
replicate the experiments in an article (published using
KheOps).

To reproduce the evaluations in this section, refer to [16].

5.1 Experimental setup
Application performance metrics. The main tracked metric is

the processing time, which refers to the time required to: pre-process
the image captured (e.g., image compression on the Edge device);
transmit the image to the Cloud server; and finally decompress the
image and predict the animal through an AI model. In addition,
we analyze the amount of data transmitted to the Cloud and the
resource consumption (e.g., CPU and memory) on the Edge device.

To increase the accuracy of the results, we measure the pro-
cessing duration 100 times for each experiment, each time with
a different image and an interval of 30 seconds (i.e., Edge devices
transmit images to the Cloud server every 30 seconds). The re-
maining metrics are captured using Dool (Dstat) [3] at application
runtime. All results are presented as the mean followed by their
respective 95% confidence interval.

KheOps replicability metric. To measure how close/precise
readers experiments are from authors experiments, we define the
Replicability Accuracy (𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 ) metric. For assessing variabil-
ity and error in results [48], a recommendation is to repeat the
experiments multiple times to achieve narrower inferential error
bars (i.e., confidence interval, standard deviation, etc.) [38]. The
Replicability Accuracy metric is calculated as Equation 1:

𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = 1 −
����𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑥1𝐴, 𝑥2𝐴)
𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑥1𝐴, 𝑥2𝐴)

− 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑥1𝑅, 𝑥2𝑅)
𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑥1𝑅, 𝑥2𝑅)

���� (1)

Ideally, 𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 would be close to 1. 𝑥𝑖𝐴 and 𝑥𝑖𝑅 refer to the
application performance metric value obtained from authors and
readers experiments, respectively. For instance, in Figure 6a, 𝑥1𝐴
refers to the Cloud-centric bar and 𝑥2𝐴 to the Edge+Cloud bar.

Workload. Devices at the Edge transmit images (from the Snap-
shot Serengeti dataset [30] composed of millions of wildlife images
collected annually) to the Cloud server that predicts animals using
a trained MobileNetV3 Convolutional Neural Network model. We
evaluate this workload considering two network configurations,
25Kbit and 15Kbit bandwidth with a round-trip delay of 150ms.

Software. On the Edge devices, we use the zlib [24] Python
library to compress images. MQTT [23] protocol is used to transmit
images to the Cloud server. On the Cloud server, we use an MQTT
broker to receive images, then zlib to decompress images, and finally
PyTorch to predict animals.

Hardware. The authors perform experiments on the follow-
ing testbeds in France: Grid’5000 and FIT IoT LAB. On Grid’5000
(Cloud server), they use the dahu [13] machine equipped with an
Intel Xeon Gold 6130 CPU 2.10GHz, 16 cores/CPU, 192GB of RAM,
and Ethernet network. On FIT IoT LAB (Edge device), they use a
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B [25] with four ARM Cortex-A53 process-
ing cores running at 1.2GHz, 1GB LPDDR2 memory, and 2.4GHz
802.11ac wireless LAN.

The readers replicate authors experiments on the following
testbeds in USA: Chameleon Cloud and CHI@Edge. On Chameleon
CHI@TACC (Cloud server), they use the Skylake [12] machine
equipped with an Intel Xeon Gold 6126 CPU 2.60GHz, 12 cores/CPU,
192GB of RAM, and Ethernet network. On CHI@Edge (Edge device),
they use a Raspberry Pi 4 [26], with four BCM2711 Cortex-A72
processing cores running at 1.5GHz, 8GB LPDDR4 memory, and
2.4GHz and 5GHz 802.11ac wireless LAN.

5.2 How KheOps helps experiment authors
Let us consider the requirements of the experiment authors (a-REQ)
as introduced in Section 1.

a-REQ 1. Execute experiments on heterogeneous comput-
ing resources. KheOps provides access to IoT/Edge devices and
Cloud/HPC resources at large-scale, using the E2Clab methodology.
Supported testbeds include (but are not limited to, as explained in
Section 6.3): Grid’5000, FIT IoT LAB.

a-REQ 2. Systematically describe and explain the experimen-
tal processes and their reasoning. Through Jupyter notebooks
and the E2Clab configuration files, the authors describe and explain
the experiment design choices such as the layers (e.g., Edge and
Cloud), the services (e.g., the Edge client and the Cloud server), the
network constraints, and the application workflow execution. This
is done in Jupyter notebooks by combining text (explaining the
configurations) followed by executable code (E2Clab files).
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(a) Grid’5000 + FIT IoT LAB.
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(b) Grid’5000 + FIT IoT LAB.
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(c) Chameleon + CHI@Edge.
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(d) Chameleon + CHI@Edge.

Figure 6: Cloud-centric vs Edge+Cloud processing: (a, b) executed by authors on Grid’5000 and FIT IoT LAB testbeds; and (c, d)
replicated by readers on Chameleon Cloud and CHI@Edge testbeds.
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(a) Grid’5000 + FIT IoT LAB.
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(b) Chameleon + CHI@Edge.

Figure 7: Amount of data sent to the Cloud regarding the
Cloud-centric and Edge+Cloud processing approaches.

a-REQ 3. Efficiently configure the experimental infrastruc-
ture and repeat the experiments. All the complexities of config-
uring the Edge-to-Cloud infrastructure, such as leasing computing
resources, mapping the application parts (e.g., Edge and Cloud ser-
vices), enforcing the network constraints, and executing the work-
flow are transparently handled by KheOps. The authors just need
to define their experimental needs in the E2Clab configuration files.
Repeating and adapting the experiments (e.g., changing the network
constraints) is easily done through E2Clab instrumentation.

a-REQ 4. Easily share the experiment artifacts in a public
and safe repository. Through the Trovi and JupyterLab integra-
tion, authors can upload their artifacts to the Trovi sharing portal
with a few clicks.

We discuss the experimental results from the authors perspective,
using the three application performance metrics mentioned earlier.

5.2.1 Impact of the network on the processing time. Authors
define two sets of experiments. In the first one (Figure 6a), they fix
the network bandwidth at 15Kbit and vary the processing approach
between Cloud-centric and Hybrid (Edge+Cloud). In the second one
(Figure 6b), they fix the bandwidth at 25Kbit for both processing
approaches.

From the results, the authors observe that theHybrid (Edge+Cloud)
approach outperforms the Cloud-centric one for both network con-
figurations. In the 15Kbit bandwidth setup, the processing time for
the Cloud-centric is about 27 seconds on average, against 24 seconds

for the hybrid processing. In the 25Kbit bandwidth configuration,
this difference is lower, 13 seconds and 11 seconds for the Cloud-
centric and Hybrid, respectively. The higher the bandwidth, the
lower will be the difference between the two processing approaches.
This is because image transmission is the most time-consuming task
among the other tasks (i.e., compressing/decompressing images and
model inference).

5.2.2 Amount of data sent to the Cloud. According to the
results presented in Figure 7a, authors observe that the Hybrid
(Edge+Cloud) approach transmits less data (81kB/s on average) to
the Cloud compared to the Cloud-centric approach (96kB/s on aver-
age). This is because, in Hybrid processing, Edge devices compress
images before transmitting them to the Cloud.

5.2.3 Resource consumption on the Edge device. Results in
Figures 8a and 8b show that there is no significant difference in the
CPU andmemory usage in the Edge device when changing between
the Cloud-centric and Hybrid processing approaches. CPU usage
is around 4.2% and 4.4% for Hybrid and Cloud-centric processing,
respectively. Memory usage is around 0.38GB for both.

5.3 How KheOps helps readers
After the authors publish their results, other researchers from a
different lab download the article from a scientific database and
decide to replicate the study on their own premises (e.g., on a
different testbed). Following the same logic, we present howKheOps
helps the readers to replicate the experiments cost-effectively, that
is, according to the readers requirements (r-REQ) in Section 1.

r-REQ 1. Find and access the experiment as simply as find-
ing and reading the paper. Through the KheOps web interface
(step 1 in Figure 4) the readers obtain access to all the public ex-
periments shared by the community and available in Trovi. Then,
they select the experiment shared by the authors of the article to
get more details.

r-REQ 2. Perform the experiment, not just read about it.
Next, in the experiment details web page, readers can launch a
JupyterLab server with artifacts in just a single click (steps 2, 3,
and 4 in Figure 4). Finally, following the experiment instructions
described in the Jupyter notebook, the readers deploy and execute
the experiments on their testbeds, such as (but not limited to): the
Chameleon Cloud and CHI@Edge (step 5 in Figure 4).
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Figure 8: Resource consumption on the Edge device: CPU and Memory usage.

Table 3: Accuracy of replicated experiments.

Metric
Replicability
accuracy Experiment result

Processing time 15Kbit 0.943 Figure 6a and 6c
Processing time 25Kbit 0.882 Figure 6b and 6d
Data sent to the cloud 0.973 Figure 7a and 7b
CPU usage 0.978 Figure 8a and 8c
Memory usage 0.996 Figure 8b and 8d

r-REQ3. Experiment reasoning: “What”, “Why”, and “How”.
Before running the experiments, the readers can go through the
Jupyter notebook to understand What the experiment does (e.g.,
capture and compress images on Edge devices and then decompress
the images and predict the animals on the Cloud server). The read-
ers can also discoverWhy the authors set up the experiment with
a 25kbit and 15kbit network bandwidth. Finally, KheOps allows to
understand How the authors interconnect the Edge devices with
the Cloud server (e.g., assigning a public IP to the Cloud server, or
opening firewall rules; using the MQTT protocol; among others).

r-REQ 4. Efficiently configure the experimental infrastruc-
ture. To achieve this, the readers just have to adapt the layers_services
configuration file (presented in Listing 1) to the Chameleon Cloud
and CHI@Edge testbeds. Configuring the network bandwidth to
25kbit and then changing it to 15kbit is as simple as changing the
rate parameter in the network file (Listing 3). Finally, copying data
to the Edge device, interconnecting it with the Cloud server, launch-
ing the application, and finally collecting the results is as simple
as defining the workflow configuration file (Listing 4). The network
and workflow configuration files are testbed agnostic, meaning that
users do not need to update these files when changing the deploy-
ment from Grid’5000 + FIT IoT LAB to Chameleon + CHI@Edge.

Next, we report on the replicated experiments.

5.3.1 Impact of the network on the processing time. From
the results in Figures 6c and 6d, readers conclude that the Hybrid
(Edge+Cloud) processing approach outperforms the Cloud-centric
one for both network configurations. This conclusion is consistent
with the results observed in the published article.

Following the analysis, readers observe that in the 15Kbit band-
width network configuration, the processing time for the Cloud-
centric is about 8 seconds on average, against 6.5 seconds for the

hybrid processing. In the 25Kbit bandwidth setup, this difference is
lower, 5.5 seconds and 4 seconds for the Cloud-centric and Hybrid,
respectively. Similarly to the authors results, readers also observe
that the higher the bandwidth, the lower will be the difference
between the two processing approaches.

Furthermore, as presented in Table 3, we highlight that readers
obtained a replicability accuracy of 88.2% and 94.3% for 15Kbit and
25Kbit network configurations, respectively.

5.3.2 Amount of data sent to the Cloud. According to the
results presented in Figure 7b, readers observe that the Hybrid
approach transmits less data than the Cloud-centric. The former
transmits around 89.2kB/s and the latter 108.8kB/s. Compressing
images on the Edge helps to reduce the amount of data sent to the
Cloud server. This conclusion is also consistent with the published
article and presents a replicability accuracy of 97.3%.

5.3.3 Resource consumption on the Edge device. Results in
Figures 8c and 8d show that there is no significant difference in the
CPU and memory usage between the Cloud-centric and the Hybrid
processing approaches. CPU usage is around 5.1% and 5% for Hybrid
and Cloud-centric processing, respectively.Memory usage is around
1.1GB for both. We highlight that these conclusions are consistent
with the published article and present a replicability accuracy of
97.8% and 99.6% for CPU and memory usage, respectively.

Despite readers observing a lower processing time com-
pared to the authors, they could verify that their experiment
conclusions are consistent with the original study, and their
results present a high replicability accuracy (see Table 3).

This time difference is expected since readers used a more
powerful Edge device (Raspberry Pi4 against Raspberry Pi3)
for processing the most time-consuming task (e.g., image com-
pression and then transmission). The Raspberry Pi4 has more
RAM memory (8GB vs. 1GB in Raspberry Pi3), a better CPU
(1.5GHz vs. 1.2GHz), network (5GHz vs. 2.4GHz).

Furthermore, regarding the remaining metrics such as the
amount of data sent to the Cloud and the CPU and memory
usage on the Edge device, readers observe small differences
when replicating the original study in different testbeds. This
is due to the different deployment approaches used by each
testbed, for instance, in FIT IoT LAB the Raspberry Pi 3 board
runs an embedded Linux that is built with Yocto [29], while
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CHI@Edge is based on Docker [14] containers. Despite that,
the conclusions observed by authors and readers are the same
and present high accuracies.

6 DISCUSSION
KheOps core elements (i.e., Trovi, JupyterLab, E2Clab) exhibit sev-
eral features that make it a promising environment for advancing
Computing Continuum research through reproducible and replica-
ble experiments. We briefly discuss them here.

6.1 Usability and reusability
KheOps targets usability by allowing users to easily find exper-
iment artifacts shared in Trovi and then to launch experiments
in a JupyterLab server in just a few clicks. KheOps abstracts all
the low-level details of defining and configuring the experimental
environment. It provides a high-level abstraction for mapping ap-
plication parts with the Edge and Cloud infrastructures. Besides,
the configuration files used to define the whole experimental envi-
ronment are designed to be easy to use and understand.

KheOps also targets reusability of the experiment artifacts. For
instance, readers of an article can reuse the authors artifacts to
replicate the study or build upon the existing artifacts to generate
new results. In addition, through E2ClabUser-Defined Services, users
can define their own services (e.g., the Edge client and the Cloud
server) with the desired deployment logic (e.g.,mapping the services
to the physical machines/devices; installing required software and
packages; etc.). Such services can be shared in this repository [15].

6.2 Analyzing other real-life applications
The KheOps approach is generic in terms of deployment and anal-
ysis of other applications. We highlight that, despite our evalu-
ations focusing on the African savanna use-case, KheOps can be
easily used in other contexts. Supporting new applications can be
achieved by describing and implementing their logic in the User-
Defined Services configuration file.

6.3 Integration with other scientific testbeds
The KheOps approach is generic with respect to the deployment
testbeds. KheOps allows users to analyze application workflows
on various large-scale scientific testbeds, beyond the four testbeds
used in this work. The definition of the experimental environment
through E2Clab configuration files (e.g., layer_services.yaml, net-
work.yaml, and workflow.yaml) is tesbed agnostic, meaning that a
deployment on the Grid’5000 testbed can be easily replicated in
Chameleon (if the required computing resources are available).

6.4 Reproducibility and artifact availability
The experimental evaluations presented in this work follow a rig-
orous methodology [53] to support reproducible Edge-to-Cloud
experiments on large-scale scientific testbeds. All the experiment
artifacts are publicly available [16] at the Trovi sharing portal and
the results are also publicly available [17] in our GitLab repository.

6.5 KheOps limitations
Next, we discuss future research under the KheOps approach to
help with experiment reproducibility.

Provenance data capture. It may assist in the processes of repro-
ducing complex Edge-to-Cloud workflows [47]. Typically, users
have to execute and repeat various experiments. The output of this
process generates hundreds of data related to the experimental
setup (e.g., hardware, software, code, data set, etc.) and application
workflow execution. Analyzing such data is only possible with the
help of provenance data capture [54].

Abstract hardware description. The hardware configuration is
a significant barrier to reproducibility [27], especially in complex
Edge-to-Cloud deployments comprising heterogeneous comput-
ing resources. The description of resources should be in terms of
hardware requirements to execute the experiments (e.g., CPU, GPU,
memory, disk, and network). The goal is to abstract the hardware re-
source description among various testbeds, preventing independent
researchers from knowing about the infrastructure of the original
experimental environment.

7 RELATEDWORK
We have not found in the literature related work proposing collabo-
rative environments with a focus on the Edge-to-Cloud Continuum.
Closer solutions to KheOps, but without focusing on the Com-
puting Continuum, are Google Colab [18], Kaggle [21], and Code
Ocean [37] as presented in Section 3.

KheOps differs from Google Colab, Kaggle, and Code Ocean
mainly regarding the features presented in Table 2 (limitations)
such as the access to heterogeneous Edge-to-Cloud resources; ac-
cess to large-scale infrastructures; and supporting the experiment
repeatability and reproducibility on the same hardware setup and
replicability in different infrastructures. In addition, KheOps relies
on open scientific testbeds (e.g., Grid5000, FIT IoT LAB, Chameleon,
and CHI@Edge) that are highly reconfigurable and controllable
and designed to support reproducible experiments.

8 CONCLUSION
KheOps is, to the best of our knowledge, the first collaborative
environment supporting the cost-effective reproducibility of appli-
cations on the Edge-to-Cloud Continuum. It provides simplified
abstractions for systematically defining and explaining the exper-
imental environment through Jupyter notebooks (e.g., infrastruc-
tures, services, network, and workflow execution); provides access
to heterogeneous computing resources from the IoT/Edge to the
Cloud/HPC; and allows researchers to easily find and share the
experiment artifacts in the Trovi portal.

The experimental validation shows that KheOps helps authors
to make their experiments repeatable and reproducible on the
Grid5000 and FIT IoT LAB testbeds. Furthermore, KheOps helps
readers to cost-effectively replicate authors experiments in different
infrastructures such as Chameleon Cloud + CHI@Edge testbeds,
and obtain the same conclusions with accuracies >88% for all per-
formance metrics.
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